Call for Exceptional Thesis

LNBIP reports state-of-the-art results in areas related to business information systems and industrial application software development – timely, at a high level, and in both printed and electronic form. LNBIP is abstracted/indexed in ISI Proceedings, DBLP, EI and Scopus.

This is a call for authors of an exceptional PhD thesis to submit their research outcomes for publication in the LNBIP series. Publishing a thesis in the prestigious LNBIP series is a unique opportunity to provide visibility and additional credibility to outstanding research results.

A complete submission needs to consist of:
- a copy (PDF) of the entire finally accepted thesis incl. references, appendices, etc.
- a copy of the examiners’ reports
- a letter of support from the principal supervisor
- a list of papers that have been already published from this research or that are currently under review
- other possible indicators of high quality and relevance for a larger audience (e.g. best paper awards, citations, H-index, reports in professional magazines, etc.)
- any further relevant documents that will help the editors to make a decision

The thesis itself (including all supporting documents) has to be in proofread English language and should have less than 350 pages. Per university only one thesis will be considered per submission date.

The LNBIP series editors invite submissions that represent latest research driven by relevant research questions and grounded in evidence derived by sound research methodologies. The call is open for diverse types of research including conceptual-analytical, empirical, theoretical and experimental approaches. Authors are invited to submit their work by April 1 or October 1 of each year.

Contact

For further information please contact Ralf Gerstner (ralf.gerstner@springer.com).
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